BURNDY FASTAP™ with Lineman Assist™ utilizes a spring system; that helps secure the tap conductor while installing on Primary, Secondary and Service Applications; acting as a third hand to assist in installation. The duckbill handle enables easy holding of the connector while the conductor side entry facilitates installation and helps keep inhibitor in the connector.

Check out the FASTAP Product Introduction Video

Features and Benefits

Lineman Assist™ - Spring system applies constant pressure on the conductor and acts as a third hand to hold the conductors in place.

Duckbill handle enables easy holding of the connector while wearing dielectric gloves, making it handy in inclement weather.

Duckbill lever helps easily open the tap side of the conductor to slide the tap conductor in from the side.

Duckbill guide helps snap the conductor onto the Run conductor while the Lineman Assist™ feature holds onto the Tap conductor.

Conductor side entry facilitates installation and helps keep inhibitor in the connector.

Expanded conductor range reduces the number of connectors required to satisfy most applications.

Strip sealed and prefilled with PENETROX™ joint compound to limit oxide growth and increase the life of the connection.

The shear nut option aids achievement of appropriate tightening torque while the cover option eliminates brush contact with the connection.